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New Executive Elected 
There were a lot of nerves and some anxiety on Thursday, April 
28th, as MSGC held an assembly to elect a new Executive for 
the organization. All four of the 2013-2016 Executives filed 
papers to run for re-election, although only Treasurer Sherry 
Cunningham was re-elected. 

On the ballot for President were Gerald Cunningham, Ronald 
Fayant and Randy Hardy. Ultimately, the Assembly chose to 
elect Mr. Cunningham. Gerald is no stranger to the 
responsibilities of the President. He served in the position from 
2007 to 2010, he also served as Vice President before that, and 
prior to winning this election, he was serving as the Chairman 
of East Prairie Metis Settlement. 

Rounding out the Executive, Darren Calliou of Fishing Lake 
was elected Vice President, Sherry Cunningham of Peavine 
was re-elected as Treasurer, and Dorothy “Dot” Anderson  was 
elected Secretary. 
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A Challenge for Non-
Indigenous Canadians: 

Read the Truth and 
Reconciliation 

Commission Report 

It's been a year since the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) 
released its report into the history 
and legacy of Indian residential 
schools. Yet most of us have 
probably read little more than 
snippets of it or none at all. 

Now, Duncan, B.C.-based writer 
Jennifer Manuel has created an 
online campaign asking Canadians 
to pledge that they will read the 
entire 380-page document. Manuel 
ca l l s i t The TRC Reading 
Challenge. When she began in 
April, she hoped to have just 1,000 
people sign on, but nearly 3,000 
have already done so. 

Jennifer Manuel says that there are 
three underlying principles behind 
her TRC Challenge: that we care 
about the relationship between 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
peoples in Canada; that we believe 
improving the relationship requires 
dialogue, which means listening to 
truths expressed by Indigenous 
peoples; and that we prefer people 
read the TRC report themselves 
rather than relying on others to 
interpret it for them. 

THE MESSENGER 
Our Land | Our Culture | Our Future
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Three of the four new 
Executives were sworn 
into office on Election 
Day. Gerald Cunningham 
w a s s w o r n i n t h e 
following week as the 
rules required that he 
resign as Chairman and 
Councillor in East Prairie 
before assuming the 
P r e s i d e n c y . M r . 
Cunningham resigned his 
council seat in East 
P r a i r i e , a t a d u l y 
constituted meeting of the 
Settlement Council. He 
was sworn in on May 6, 
2016. 

MSGC Online is Under 
Construction 

The Metis Settlements General Council’s online presence will 
be undergoing a major makeover in the coming months. The 
current site at www.msgc.ca has been acknowledged by many 
as requiring some serious attention. The Executive have made 
enhanced communication with Settlement members a top 
priority. 

As a result, MSGC will be taking the next few months to put 
some resources into developing an all new, fully interactive 
website. Our current plan includes developing the ability to 
post videos, create interactive content, ask feedback from 
members and inform the general public about the Metis 
Settlements. 

Look for our new website, coming at the end of August, 2016. 
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Kitchener Metis 
Student Wins National 

Arts Award 

A 15-year-old Métis teen from 
Kitchener, Ont., has been honoured 
for her award-winning script about 
residential schools.  

Cyan-Raven Gielewska's play I 
Remember, which won top prize in 
her age group at the Aboriginal Arts 
& Stories award is about a teenager's 
quest to learn about residential 
schools, through her grandmother's 
e x p e r i e n c e a s p a r t o f t h e 
character's school project.  

She said she felt the story was best 
told as a play, because of the genre's 
unique ability to evoke compassion 
from audiences.  

Gielewska is in Grade 9 at Eastwood 
C o l l e g i a t e , a p u b l i c s c h o o l 
in Kitchener known for its integrated 
arts program, which offers classes in 
drama, dance, music, visual arts, 
among others. 

The Aboriginal Arts & Stories 
awards are part of a national 
c o m p e t i t i o n f o r F i r s t 
Nations, Métis and Inuit youth. 

The entries are judged by "a jury of 
accomplished Aboriginal authors, 
artists and community leaders." This 
year, that included John Kim Bell, 
Drew Hayden Taylor, Lee Maracle, 
Brian Maracle and Maxine Noel. 

http://www.msgc.ca
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Executive Message 

Tansi, 

This is our first opportunity as a new Executive to offer a note in The Messenger. First and foremost, 
we all wish to express our sincere gratitude to the former Executives for their commitment to the 
Metis Settlements and for all of the hard work that they did on behalf of MSGC. We also want to 
thank the Settlement Councils for the opportunity to serve the Metis Settlements, and all of their 
members, in these roles. We do not take lightly the responsibility, as well as the tremendous 
opportunity, that we have each been granted. We are committed to working tirelessly to ensure that 
MSGC and each of the Settlements are in the best possible position for success.  

The Province of Alberta is currently struggling through the worst economic downturn in more than 
three decades. The energy industry has changed and all of us are now in a position where we have to 
adjust along with it. Economic development and the long-term sustainability of our communities are 
our key priorities. There is much work to be done, and we are only at the start but we are excited and 
optimistic about the coming months and years. 

It is our plan to communicate with you often and effectively. As goals are set and progress is made, 
we will continue to update you. Currently, we are working with Alberta to improve the LTA. There are 
some challenges still to address but we believe strongly that we can overcome those challenges and 
make the LTA better for the Settlements. There are also other opportunities to build our economies 
and generate the resources required to effectively administrate the Settlements. To do this, we must 
maximize our opportunities through the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
People. We must defend our Section 35 rights and use the recent Supreme Court of Canada decision 
on the Daniels case to support us. By re-establishing a strong Metis Settlements presence in Ottawa, 
we will be in a better position to pursue these opportunities and doing so is a top priority. Over the 
next several months, the Executive will be seeking invitations to visit each Settlement and speak with 
members directly. 

There will be much more to tell you in the weeks to come. For now, let us say again how humbled and 
grateful we all are for the opportunity to serve you. 

Thank you. 

The Executive 
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Supreme Court of Canada Rules That Ottawa 
Has Responsibility To All Indigenous People 

On April 14, 2016, Canada's top court ruled that the federal government has jurisdiction over Métis 
and non-status Indians, in a decision that the prime minister says will have "broad consequences and 
impacts.” The Supreme Court’s ruling was unanimous and, for many Métis, the hope is that it may 
serve as a starting point for those pursuing land claims and additional government services. In their 
decision, the court held that non-status Indians and Métis are considered "Indians" under Section 
91(24) of the 1867 Constitutional Act. 

"This is a landmark ruling that will have broad consequences and impacts," said Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau, adding that the government will need to study what those impacts might be. He added: 
"But I can guarantee you one thing: The path forward will be together as we move forward."  

The ruling extends the federal government's responsibilities to approximately 200,000 Métis and 
400,000 non-status aboriginal people who are not affiliated with specific reserves. Without the clarity 
provided by the court, Metis communities were in what has been called a "jurisdictional wasteland, 
with significant and obvious disadvantaging consequences," the ruling said. The result of this 
"political football" was that financially, Métis and non-status Indians were deprived of significant 
funding for programs, services and other benefits. 

What happens now? 
The word Indian has two meanings, the ruling explains: 
A broad interpretation that includes all aboriginal people. 
A narrow meaning to distinguish First Nations from other 
groups. 

For the purpose of defining federal jurisdiction, the broad 
meaning applies. However, the ruling also does not distinguish 
which communities are Métis and which are non-status Indians. 
Determining whether particular individuals are non-status 
Indians or Métis — or exactly who this ruling now applies to 
— is a "fact-driven question to be decided on a case-by-case 
basis in the future."  

"There is no consensus on who is considered Métis or a non-
status Indian, nor need there be. Cultural and ethnic labels do not lend themselves to neat boundaries," 
the ruling said. This is a positive approach to the issue because it allows different communities to 
make decisions about culture and ethnicity themselves. It also leaves room for different communities 
to follow their own path in engaging with Canada. MSGC will be re-establishing a presence in 
Ottawa, in part, to pursue issues like this. More details can be found at www.msgc.ca. 
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Peavine Athlete 
Receives Top 

Honours from the 
Alberta Junior 
Hockey League 

MSGC is very proud to recognize the 
achievements of a Settlement member for 
excellence in athletics. 

Wyatt Noskey is a twenty-one year old hockey 
playing phenom who hails from the Peavine 
Metis Settlement. 

Wyatt began his hockey career on an outdoor 
rink constructed by his dad, in Peavine. From an 
early age, it was evident Wyatt was naturally 
gifted with amazing skills and incredible hockey 
sense. Wyatt joined organized hockey and 
played within the Smoky River Minor Hockey 
Association when he was five years old. Wyatt 
recorded numerous successful seasons during 
his minor hockey career often amassing over 
100 points per season.   

As Wyatt's skills developed even further, his parents decided to relocate to the city of Edmonton to 
further enhance his opportunities. During his Bantam years, Wyatt was named as the Most Valuable 
player for the Alberta Major Bantam Hockey League. In addition, Wyatt was also drafted to the 
Portland Winterhawks in round 5 in 2010. Throughout the remainder of his minor hockey years, 
Wyatt continued to progress and caught the eye of scouts. 

Wyatt has just recently completed his third year of hockey within the Alberta Junior Hockey League. 
Wyatt finished his AJHL season playing for the Olds Grizzlys. Wyatt was awarded the Ernie Love 
Trophy as the AJHL Scoring Champion for 2015-16. Wyatt scored 29 goals, 54 assists for a total of 83 
points in 60 regular season games.  In addition, Wyatt was named to the All Star Team (South). 

Wyatt continues to explore scholarship opportunities being presented to him Canada-wide. MSGC 
congratulates Wyatt on his accomplishments. We wish him continued success with his future 
endeavours. 
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Long Term Governance & Funding 
Arrangements 

The Second Amending Agreement was signed on March 31, 2016. Currently, MSGC and Indigenous 
Relations have finalized the Annual Report & Budget and it will be presented to the LTA 
Implementation Team for approval. In addition, to address Settlement concerns, the Minister has 
proposed a review of the LTA. 

Minister Feehan has suggested that the parameters of this review should focus on improving the 
operational functioning of the LTA. This may mean removing sections that hinder efficient operation 
of the LTA.  It could also focus on reporting requirements, timelines and grant releases; the use of 
alternates and proxies at meetings or delegates' responsibilities; and, technical language, definitions 
and general wording changes for clarity and consistency. 

Each Settlement will provide submissions regarding their concerns with the LTA, in addition to the 
issues discussed at the workshop held on September 16 & 17, 2015. Once those are received, 
technical staff of Indigenous Relations and the MSGC will work in collaboration to analyze the 
submissions and prepare a report for Indigenous Relations, MSGC and Settlement Councils. The 
analysis and preparation of a report could potentially occur from July to September 2016. A final 
report with recommendations should be prepared by fall 2016. While the review is underway, 
implementation of the LTA would continue. 

For information, the following is from the previous Messenger. It is a review of the situation that 
existed when the LTA was placed on hold to develop the Second Amending Agreement: 

LTA Update 

What is the purpose of the LTA? 

•  Strengthen settlement governance; 
•  Contribute to the long-term sustainability of settlement communities; 
•  Establish a fiscal relationship with Alberta similar to other local governments. 

 The ultimate goal is to give Settlement Members a hand up by enhancing accountability, 
improving access to opportunities, and providing training and education. 

The Schedules of the LTA: 

Schedule A – Essential Services 
  
 Essential services refers to the collective treatment and distribution of drinking water, 

wastewater, solid waste management and road maintenance.  
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 The purpose of this initiative is to support the delivery of essential services by Settlements to 

their members in a cost-effective and sustainable manner.  
  
 This schedule provides up to $9 million over 6 years.  

Schedule A – Essential Services Update 
  
 The MSGC Assembly approved, with a 7/8 vote, to accept the Second Amending Agreement 

and it is now approved and in force. The amendment will allow Settlements to receive a 
portion of their operating payment equal to the percentage of their target collected. 

   The LTA, as it was previously written, required that each community collect 100% of their 
household contribution targets in order to receive grant funds. The amendment will allow 
communities to receive a part of their grant equal to the percentage of contributions collected. 
For example, if Settlement X has a target of $1,000 and they collect $800, they would receive 
80% of their grant because they collected 80% of their target. This way, Settlements are given 
credit for their hard work and efforts, even if they did not quite collect the whole amount. 

 Household contribution amounts have now also been capped at a maximum of $100 at the end 
of year six, although this does not necessarily mean households will be paying this amount, it 
simply means they will not exceed it. 

Schedule B – Infrastructure  
  
 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and maintain the public infrastructure in each 

Settlement on par with neighbouring communities. 
  
 Also, to enable settlements to access provincial infrastructure programs 

 Up to $138 million will be provided over 10 years, including grant funding.  

Schedule B – Infrastructure Update 
  
 A total of $15,250,000 will have been contributed to the Capital Infrastructure Program (CIP) 

by the end of 2015/16, half from the Government of Alberta and half from MSGC. 
  
 Alberta Transportation committed an additional $11,000,000 of funding, $3,000,000 for 

2014/15 and $8,000,000 for 2015/16. This means MSGC does not need to apply and wait for 
provincial grants for two years.  

  
 Many projects are now in one of three phases: Design, Tendering, or Construction. 
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 In addition, by the end of 2015/16, the Capital Reserve Fund (CRF) will have $6,000,000 in it.  
  
 The CRF will grow during the 10-year term of the LTA and be used to support infrastructure 

projects once the agreement is concluded. 

Schedule C – Housing  
  
 The purpose is to provide settlement members with access to housing on a sustainable basis.  
  
 Sustainable housing refers to individual ownership of housing accommodation, not including 

subsidized housing accommodation.  
  
 Funding of $15 million will be provided over 7 years: $7.5 million each from MSGC & GoA. 

Schedule C – Housing Update 
  
 Two pilot projects were completed: one in Elizabeth and one in Kikino.  
  
 Both projects provided information to use in developing a permanent program for Housing.   
  
 As the builds continue in Gift Lake and East Prairie, the development of a Metis Settlements 

Housing Authority is ongoing. 
  
 Ultimately, the housing authority will operate and manage this program. 
  
 Roughly $4,300,000 will have been transferred to MSGC by the end of the 2015/16 fiscal 

year. 

Schedule D – Governance 
  
 The purpose of this schedule is to undertake specific initiatives to increases the effectiveness, 

efficiency and accountability of the settlement governments.  
  
 Funding of $3.5 million will be provided over 10 years.  

Schedule D – Governance Update 
  
 A governance committee was established by the MSGC Assembly to direct the development 

of policies and proposed legislation related to good governance in the Settlements. 
  
 This committee will also review the Joint Accountability Review Committee’s 

recommendations and provide feedback on the development of policies required by the 
amendments to the Metis Settlements Act. 
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 A Governance Workshop, presented by George Cuff, was held October 14th to 16th, 2015.  
  
 Settlement Councils, along with their administrators participated in the workshop, which was 

designed to provide a refresher in the requirements for governing the Settlements, as well as 
some ideas for implementation. Another workshop has been planned for Fall 2016. 

Schedule E – Capacity Building 
  
 The purpose of the initiative is to strengthen and develop the governance, administrative and 

service delivery capacity of Metis Settlements.  
  
 Funding of $3.45 million will be provided over 10 years.  

Schedule E – Capacity Building Update 
  
 A Settlement Implementation Capacity Program was developed. Proposals were discussed and 

approved by the Settlement administrators.  

 Each Settlement has received $119,250 from the Program, providing Settlements with 
resources they need to assist them with their responsibilities and LTA implementation.  

  
 Training and professional development will continue for administrators. We will also be 

working on programs for public works staff and finance staff as well.  
  
 There was nearly $1.4 million budgeted for capacity initiatives in this fiscal year. We hope to 

continue building on the work that has been done so far. 

Schedule F – Education 
  
 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and implement strategies and initiatives to improve 

educational attainment levels of settlement members. 
  
 This initiative is inclusive of Kindergarten to Post-Secondary and Adult Literacy.  
  
 Funding of $7.6 million will be provided over 10 years.  

Schedule F – Education Update 
  
 Dr. Marie Delorme was contracted to facilitate a series of community engagements on K-12 

education. Three separate meetings were held in each Settlement and Dr. Delorme prepared a 
report for each session.  
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 A two-day strategy session was held on October 1st and 2nd, 2015, giving Settlement 
Councils, Settlement School Boards and Education Coordinators opportunity to work together 
and set specific priorities. Key Settlement priorities were identified in that two-day session and 
a Terms of Reference was developed and approved by the LTA Implementation Team.  

 The Terms of Reference included the establishment of an Education Working Group, 
comprised of one representative from each Settlement, one from Indigenous Relations, one 
from Alberta Education, one from each School Division and the Settlement School Principals. 

  
 The group will create an operational plan to begin action on education. It will include 

representatives from Alberta Education as well. The first meeting of the working group was 
held on January 21, 2016.  

  
 There have been three meetings to date, with the last one held on March 16, 2016. The 

Committee’s work will resume and we are planning to begin rolling out initiatives for Fall 
2016. 

  
 The Adult Literacy program was expanded to all eight Settlements several months ago. 

Advanced Education continues to work with the Metis Settlements on delivering that program.  
  
 There are also plans to begin developing a post-secondary education work plan. 

Schedule G – Training  

 The purpose of this initiative is to undertake training initiatives to improve settlement 
members' employment-related skills and knowledge, and increase their participation in 
Alberta's economy. 

  
 Funding of $7.35 million will be provided over 10 years.  

Schedule G – Training Update 

 The Metis Settlements Strategic Training Initiative (MSSTI) is now actively involved in the 
development of the file. 

  
 A strategic framework has been developed and will be submitted to the LTA Implementation 

Team for approval. 
  
 A Request For Proposals is being developed and will be posted once approved. The purpose is 

to find a subject matter expert who can do a review of MSSTI, its structure and responsibilities 
and to determine whether we can further evolve it as the administrative body for training 
initiatives under the LTA.  
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Schedule H – Safe & Healthy Communities 
  
 The purpose of this initiative is to develop and implement strategic initiatives to make 

settlements safer and healthier.  
  
 Funding of $13.6 million will be provided over 10 years. 

Schedule H – Safe & Healthy Communities Update 
  
 A joint working group comprised of representatives from the Metis Settlements General 

Council, Indigenous Relations, and the RCMP-K Division, are developing a process for 
review. This process will open a conversation between the Settlements and the RCMP, 
ultimately leading to improvements within the Enhanced Policing Agreement. 

  
 The Community Health Assessment is now complete. This assessment will assist the Metis 

Settlements Health Board in its efforts to compile data to support Metis Settlement health 
goals. Alberta Health funded the project in the amount of $300,000. 

	 
 For 2016-2017, a new grant of $250,000 was received from Alberta Health to continue these 
 data collection efforts. Also proposed for 2016-2017 and pending approval of the draft LTA 
 workplan and budget, the Health Board will undergo a review of its roles and responsibilities. 
 In addition, a Health Board Coordinator will be recruited to support the board and to manage 
 health  grants. 

Schedule I – Consultation 
  
 The purpose of this initiative is to develop a Metis Settlements Consultation Policy that 

increases certainty for Alberta, the Metis Settlements and Industry.  
  
 Funding of $9.7 million will be provided over 10 years.  

Schedule I – Consultation Update 
  
 MSGC representatives have provided significant input to the Government of Alberta on the 

development of an Alberta Metis Settlements Consultation Policy. 
  
 The MSGC Assembly endorsed the policy at its November 20, 2015, Assembly and, in 

December of 2015, it was approved by Cabinet. 
  
 MSGC has contracted a Central Consultation Coordinator to assist the eight local coordinators 

already hired by the Settlements.  
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 New consultation capacity grants are being approved for the Settlements to continue operating 
their consultation offices. 

Schedule J – Financial Sustainability 
  
 The purpose of this initiative is to ensure the long-term financial sustainability of the 

settlements through: 

 Future Fund Sustainability: In order to achieve future fund sustainability, 
MSGC agrees to limit withdrawals from the future fund. 

 Household Contribution Targets: The parties agree that Household 
Contribution Targets will take into account the ability of households to pay and 
phases in the increase in household contributions over time. 

 Reduction of Revenue and Expenditure Gap: MSGC, on behalf of the 
Settlements, agrees to provide a short-term plan to the Minister to reduce the 
current revenue/expenditure gap in addition to the long-term plans. 

 Long-Term Sustainability: An assessment of the long-term financial 
sustainability of the settlements over the long term.  

Schedule J – Financial Sustainability Update 
  
 McDaniels provided an overview of the current oil & gas situation in the Settlements. This 

information will factor into future discussions regarding financial sustainability. 

 Nichols Applied Management is working with Settlement administrations to develop new 
revenue & expenditure gap plans. The long-term goal of these plans is to eliminate the gap 
between the revenue collected to pay for the delivery of essential services and the actual cost 
of delivering essential services.  

  
 Reducing this gap, fully implementing the consultation policy, and maximizing benefits under 

the Co-Management Agreement will assist the Metis Settlements in achieving the goal of 
long-term financial sustainability. 

The LTA Second Amending Agreement 

 As noted already, the Second Amending Agreement has been approved and is now in effect. 
This has adjusted household contribution targets, capped the amount households will pay and 
ensured that Settlements are not locked out of the entire LTA simply for trying but not 
necessarily achieving the full target. Further reviews are planned and improving the LTA 
remains an ongoing priority.  
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Metis Family & Child Services 

Alberta Human Services embraces the Child Intervention Practice Framework  

The Child Intervention Practice Framework guides casework through six principles: 

Aboriginal Experience – Aboriginal peoples have always had their own ways of ensuring that 
vulnerable members, including children, are safe, protected and nurtured. We honour this by 
recognizing their expertise in matters concerning their children, youth and families. 

Preserve Family – We believe children and youth should be safe, healthy and live with their families, 
therefore we focus on preserving and reuniting families and building on the capacity of extended 
family and communities to support children, youth and families. 

Strengths-based – Our approach is reflective, culturally responsive and strengths-based. Because all 
families have strengths and resources, we recognize and support the right and responsibility of parents 
to share in the decision-making process for them and their children. 

Connection – Children and youth are supported to maintain relationships that are important to them, 
be connected to their own culture, practice their religious or spiritual beliefs and, for those with 
involvement, have a plan for their care where they are included in the decision-making process. 

Collaboration – We are child-focused and family-centred. We collaborate with families, community 
agencies, and other stakeholders in building positive, respectful partnerships across integrated 
multidisciplinary teams and providing individualized, flexible and timely services to support these 
efforts. 

Continuous Improvement – Our casework is transparent and we share information appropriately. 
Our approach is outcome oriented and evidence-based therefore we support innovative practice, 
evaluate our performance and strive for continuous improvement. 

Metis Child and Family Services Strives to better meet the needs of children, youth and families by 
having a clear focus on the Practice Framework, enabling us to have better outcomes for children, 
youth and families. 

We are here to assist with any enquiries: 

Gail Collins, Northeast Area Manager – St Paul, AB 780 645 6227 
Inier Cardinal, Northwest Area Manager – High Prairie, AB 780 523 6717 
Debbie Kelsie, Edmonton Area Manager - Edmonton, AB 780 427 1033  
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Tansi! 
 
The Metis Settlements Appeal Tribunal’s (MSAT’s) job is to 
preserve and enhance Metis culture and identity and to 
strengthen self-governance under the laws of Alberta.  

To do this job, MSAT’s dispute resolution officers are busy 
meeting members where they live and, whenever possible, 
helping to resolve disputes without going to a hearing. If a 
made-at-home solution is not feasible, our decision-makers 
make sure everyone has a fair opportunity to share their 
views about the dispute before the matter is decided. When 
we write our decisions, we try and highlight our shared Metis 
values, how our legislation works, and how we can improve 
our governance systems.  
 
To see how your justice system is working, come to a 
hearing! Hearings are usually open to the public and 
generally held in the settlement where the dispute is from. 
Also, please come to our community outreach sessions! Our 
next one will be in Peavine from June 28-30, (See our website 
for details). 

Website: http://www.msat.gov.ab.ca/    
Telephone: 1-800-661-8864 
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Metis Settlements Strategic Training 
Initiatives 

Metis Settlements Strategic Training Initiatives Society: 

Hello Everyone, 

School is almost out! Congratulations to all the Graduates of 2016! 

MSSTI Central Office has been working hard with the Human Resource Officer’s (HRO’s) and their 
STI Finance Officers on the 2015-2016 Annual Audit in each of the Settlements. I would like to 
acknowledge and thank them for their hard work ensuring deadlines were met, THANK YOU 
LADIES!! 

It is that time of year again, where programs are coming to an end for some of our students; please 
ensure if you are continuing into Year 2 or 4 that you work with your Settlement Human Resource 
Officer from your respective settlement and complete your STI application. 

For those who are considering applying for Post-secondary: 

MSSTI provides services in your Settlement such as: Career Decision Making, Skills Enhancement, 
Job Search and Employment Maintenance. Client Eligibility for Individual Sponsorships or Group 
Training Projects are: Metis physically residing on a Settlement, or a Settlement Member on an 
authorized leave of absence as defined by the Metis Settlements Act, section 85 and: 

• Legally entitled to work in Canada; 

• Have a SIN number prior to approval; 

• In good standing with previous funding from the Metis Settlements Strategic Training 
Initiatives program; 

• Must require assistance to overcome existing or anticipated labour market barriers. 

How to apply for Sponsorship: 

• A letter of acceptance from a training or education institution including start and end dates, 
course outline for the complete year, outline of all costs (include tuition, books, supplies, 
student fees, etc.); 

• Completion of Application; 
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• In the event of a disability or injury a letter from a medical doctor confirming ability to enter 
into the training or occupation you are choosing; 

• Students must apply a minimum of four (4) weeks prior to the start date of the program. 

Please contact your local Human Resource officer if you require any assistance.  

MSSTI Central Office has links, applications, brochures, scholarship and bursary links and 
further information on the www.msgc.ca website under STI. 

I am pleased to inform you that Metis Settlements General Council and Metis Settlements STI Society 
have been invited to attend and participate in a National ASETS Agreement Holder event on June 
27-29, 2016 in Gatineau, QC. Due to limited seating and space at the venue, Employment and Social 
Development Canada has limited the invitees to 2 persons per organization. Dorothy Anderson – 
Elected Secretary and I, Dianne Desjarlais – Director MSSTI will be attending this event. The theme 
of the event is “Looking into the Future of Indigenous Labour Market Programming.” Some of the 
topics for discussion include: 

• Framing the Conversation 

• Where have we been? – Underlying Foundations 

• Where do we need to go? – Goals and Vision 

• Open Discussion Sessions 

 I will provide a detailed briefing of the above event in July. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me directly. My number is: 
780-822-4069 (OR) 780-887-1939, I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you and have a great day, 
Dianne Desjarlais 
Director – MSSTI 
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Metis Settlements Fetal Alcohol Spectrum 
Disorder Service Network 

The Metis Settlements FASD Provincial Service Network will be interchanging newsletter 
submissions from Network Operation news to FASD information.  

Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) is a preventable, lifelong disability resulting from prenatal 
exposure to alcohol that has no cure. Addressing FASD is a complex, multidimensional social and 
public health issue.  

FASD: Did you know?  

• Drinking alcohol during pregnancy may cause irreversible brain damage to an unborn child. 
No alcohol is best. 

• FASD is the umbrella term used to describe a range of disabilities that may include physical 
birth defects and health problems including developmental delays, learning disabilities, 
memory problems, as well as difficulties in communicating feelings and understanding 
consequences. 

• One of every 100 babies born in Canada is affected by FASD. 

• FASD is a lifelong disability. A child with FASD grows up to be an adult with FASD. 

• Individuals with FASD may require extensive support and services related to health, mental 
health, social services, education and training, justice, addictions, and family supports 
throughout their lives. 

Due to a gap in understanding communication, internal structure of time and consequences: 

• FASD can often lead to disrupted school experiences.  

• Children who have an alcohol-related birth defect have difficulty learning from past 
experience. This makes their behaviour unpredictable and can also make them vulnerable to 
high risk behaviours and situations. 

• Research has shown a significant number of individuals in the criminal justice system have 
been pre-natally exposed to alcohol. 

• Information should be communicated in a different way to a person that is living with FASD 
to help them have a better learning experience. For instance, joking or teasing an individual 
with FASD can often lead to misunderstanding and hurt feelings. Care should be used when 
using humour. 
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• A person with FASD may not be able to foresee a potential risk or consequence, they may see 
nothing. Creating an established routine will help an individual create structure for their day 
and better understand what to do through the course of the day and eliminate potential 
surprises. 

• There may be difficulty with sensory overload and self-regulation, leading to uncontrolled 
emotional outbursts. 

The effects of FASD may become more pronounced in an individual's life into adulthood.  There may 
be an increase in obstacles that creates difficulties from holding a steady job to drug and alcohol abuse 
through to crime and homelessness. A key part of the transitioning stage from childhood to adulthood 
for an individual with FASD is to help them accept and understand the need for supportive and 
assisted living. 

Metis Settlements FASD Network Coordinator. Questions or concerns, please call Anita at (780) 822 
4078 office or (587) 336 5683 cell  

Metis Settlements FASD Services: 

NWR FASD Society – Service Areas – Western Settlements (Gift Lake, Peavine, Paddle Prairie, 
East Prairie) 

-Assessment and Diagnosis    -Prevention Conversation 

-Family Coach Program    -Assessment, Diagnostic Referral Coordination 

-Life Coach Program     -PCAP (Parent Child Assistance Program)  

Lakeland Center for FASD – Service Areas – Eastern Settlements (Fishing Lake, Buffalo Lake, 
Elizabeth, Kikino) 

-Assessment & Diagnosis    -Prevention Conversation 

-Assessment and Diagnostic Referral Coordination -Mentorship (PCAP Level 3 & 4 Prevention) 

-Follow Up: Supports for Individuals   -Support Group (Caregivers & Individuals)  

-Support Group (Level 3 & 4 Prevention)    
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Congratulations to All of Our High 
School Graduates!  

Buffalo Lake 

Bourque, Delilah 
Calliou, Chaye-Lynn 
Cardinal, Nolan 
Dumais, Cree 
Gordon, Chelsea 
Handel, Cassidy 
Howse, Maya 
Jackson, Dallas 
Joe, Kennedy 
Joe, Mason 
Ponicappo, Dale 
Lachance, Stephen 
Patenaude, Samuel 

East Prairie 

Isaac, Davis 

Elizabeth 

Anderson, Cyrus 
Blackman, Anna-Claire 
Collins, Paige 
Dion, Savanna 
Durocher, Paige 
Jacknife, William 
Janvier, Sergio 
Larocque, Seanna 
Lepine, Elijah 
McCallum, Sydney 
Nolan, Faith 
Thompson, Marcus 
Wells, Kirkland 

Fishing Lake 

Anderson, Kendal 
Calliou, Issaic 
Chalifoux, Destiny 
Durocher, Allison 
Faithful, Neil 
Fayant, Quinn 
Moyah, Ashlynn 
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Gift Lake 

Anderson, Alanis 
Anderson, Kerry 
Anderson, Lynette 
Auger, Brooklyn 
Auger, Gillian 
Bigstone, Taylor 
Calahesin, Shanelle 
Calliou, Wallace 
Laderoute, Gabrielle 

Kikino 

Brereton, Clareece 
Blyan, Spencer 
Bruno, River 
Cardinal, Cassie 
Desjarlais, Jayda 
Draney, Jayda 
Howse, Calen 
Larocque, Alexa 
Littlechilds, Kirsten 
Owchar, Emily 
Pruden, Austin 

Paddle Prairie 

Cardinal, Jayden 
Ducharme, Rylin 
Dumas, Landon 
Halabisky, Miranda 
Mercredi (Johnson), Lyndon 

Peavine 

Cunningham, Madison 
Cunningham, Marissa 
Dupuis, Kyle 
Gauchier, Clay  

Ritchie, Zak 
Sparklingeyes, Jaylynn 
Thom, Hannah 
Thompson, Ty 
White, Brianna 
White, Shelby 
Whitford, Jonas 
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Congratulations to All of our Post-
Secondary Graduates! 

Buffalo	Lake	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Mar%na	Dumais		 	 	 Educa%onal	Assistant	Cer%ficate	
Ryan	Haggerty	 	 	 	 Ins%tu%onal	Cook	Program	
Shanelle	Reid	 	 	 	 Community	Social	Worker	Cer%ficate	
Trish	Reid	 	 	 	 	 Na%ve	Ar%san	Entrepeneur	

East	Prairie	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Kelly	Bellerose	 	 	 	 Hospital	Unit	Clerk	Cer%ficate	
Nicole	L’Hirondelle	 	 	 Level	3	Early	Childhood	Development	
Caitlyn	Supernault	 	 	 Administra%ve	Professional	Cer%ficate	

Elizabeth	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Delaney	Blyan	 	 	 	 3rd	Year	Welding	
Jules	LapraM	 	 	 	 SteamfiMer/PipefiMer	

Fishing	Lake	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Susan	Barthel	 	 	 	 Business	Management/Commerce	
Taylor	Calliou-Cardinal	 	 	 Early	Learning	and	Childcare,	Diploma	
Shelly	Crevier	 	 	 	 Administra%ve	Professional		
Blake	Desjarlais		 	 	 Poli%cal	Science	Bachelor	of	Arts	
Kayla	Fayant	 	 	 	 Bachelor	of	Commerce	
Charles	W	Gladue	 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Rhonda	Laboucane	 	 	 Community	Social	Work	
Tina	Shaw	 	 	 	 	 Early	Learning	and	Childcare,	Diploma	
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Fishing	Lake	Con,nued:	

Tyson	Delorme	 	 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Wacey	Durocher	 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Faron	Fayant	 	 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Lonnie	Gladue	 	 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Faye	Laboucane		 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	
Jamie	Tremblay		 	 	 Basic	Security	Training	

Gi@	Lake	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Edna	Carifelle	 	 	 	 Early	Childhood	Development,	Level	3	

Kikino	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Chris%na	Jo	Bruno	 	 	 Educa%on	Assistant	Diploma	
Tara	Collins	 	 	 	 Culinary	Arts	-	Diploma	
ScoM	Cornelius	 	 	 	 Wildland	Fire	Cer%ficate	
Kerry	Jackson	 	 	 	 Health	Care	Aid	Cer%ficate	
Ashley	McDonald				 	 	 Bachelor	of	Arts	
Kentra	McDonald	 	 	 Business	Admin	Diploma	
Tessa	McDonald	 	 	 Physical	Therapist	Assistant	Cer%ficate	(December)	
Kristy	Schell	 	 	 	 Business	Admin	Diploma	
Dayna	Thompson	 	 	 Bachelor	of	Educa%on	
Cur%s	White	 	 	 	 Wildland	Fire	Cer%ficate	

Paddle	Prairie	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Jus%n	Gaudet	 	 	 	 Univeristy	of	Lethbridge-	Business	Management	
Jonelle	Laboucane	 	 	 Social	Work	
Kayla	Laboucane	 	 	 Social	Work		
Melanie	Lapp	 	 	 	 University	of	Alberta-ATEP		
Tyler	McGillvray		 	 	 3rd	Year	Welder	

Peavine	Me,s	Se/lement:	

Kyla	Carifelle		 	 	 	 Addic%ons	Service	Worker	
Valene	Carifelle		 	 	 University	Studies		
Jacqueline	Gauchier		 	 	 MC	College	Hairstyling	Program	
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                        METIS SETTLEMENTS GENERAL COUNCIL 
        

                                                                                                                                                                                            ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT  
       THURSDAY AUGUST 18, 2016                       

    
    RIVER RIDGE GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 
            http://www.countryclubtour.com/river-ridge/ 

 
 

    5685 Windermere Blvd. 
                    EDMONTON, AB 

        
    
    
    
    

ENTRY FEES:  
  

$125.00 PLAYER/$500.00 TEAM 
  (Includes: Green Fees, Cart Rental, BBQ Dinner) 

 

   2:00 P.M. SHOT GUN 
   

 
RAFFLES 

     50/50 DRAW 
          PRIZES 

 
 
 

Contact Brenda Sayers @ 1-888-213-4400 or 780-822-4096 
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National Aboriginal Day Celebrated at MSGC 
The Metis Settlements General Council chose to actively celebrate National Aboriginal Day. The MSGC 
offices were buzzing with activity as Settlement leaders, MLAs, MSGC staff and tenants in our building 
enjoyed a pancake breakfast and open house. 

Thanks to the hard work of Anita Anderson, Loretta Calliou, Susanne Calliou, Kailyn Cardinal, Delores 
Desjarlais, Dianne Desjarlais and Brenda Sayers, the event went off without a hitch and a wonderful time 
was had by all. MSGC wishes to extend our thanks to these ladies for volunteering to organize the event. 
MSGC is hoping to make this an annual event going forward.
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